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Congratulations! 
You pre-ordered the NCAA® Football 12 video game from Amazon and now you 
have this mini-guide that’ll give important information to help you get started and be 
successful the moment you step on the fi eld. In this mini-guide you’ll fi nd:

• An introduction to the newest features in NCAA® Football 12 

• The fully updated Offensive Fundamentals chapter pulled directly 
   from the NCAA® Football 12 Offi cial Player’s Guide 

• A breakdown of the most popular Defensive Styles 

• An early insight to the Road to Glory and Dynasty Modes  

Mini Guide
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NEW FEATURES

INTRODUCTION

CUSTOM PLAYBOOKS

ROAD TO GLORY

PRESENTATION

The pageantry of college football has 
inspired numerous books and movies, 
but none truly capture the experience of 
being in the game like NCAA Football 12. 
EA SPORTS has put together the most 
realistic entrances, gameplay, and career 
mode in what is known as a video game. 
When you hear the crowd roar, see the 3-D 
grass, and feel the vibration from the Chief 
Osceola spear being driven into the ground 
you will understand why college football is 
a lifestyle.

Thanks to new additions to Dynasty mode 
and gameplay as well as a complete 
overhaul to Road to Glory mode, you can 
have your Saturday experience all season 
long. This strategy guide will give you not 
only the football concepts to dominate 
your friends but also the advanced tactics 
to take your whole game to the next level! 
NCAA Football 12 gives you the ability to 
control your franchise online. Are you ready 
to play like a champion?

Every team has a go-to play on crucial 
third downs, so what if you could compile 
each team’s best plays for your own 
playbook? 
The Custom Playbooks feature gives you 
the opportunity to search through every 
team and formation to fi nd all the best in 
NCAA Football 12.

What formation will you add today?

Starting with a base playbook, you can 
compile up to 40 formations and add over 
375 plays to your arsenal. You can bring 
your playbook online and into Dynasty 
mode, so make sure you spend plenty of 
time in practice mode before you take it on 
the fi eld. Make sure to add the “fi ve sets 
for success” (see the “Advanced Gameplay 
Strategy” chapter) to your playbook and 
start winning today!

Team Entrances

Look for all the new mascot additions

On his way to the house

Even if you dislike playing at your rival’s 
home stadium, it’s worth it to check out 
the brand-new entrances in NCAA Football 
12. Can you imagine hearing the roar of 
the crowd after the War Eagle tradition 
is unleashed at Jordan-Hare Stadium? 
If you’re the type of gamer who loves to 
play only with your favorite team, this is 
the year to branch out. Make sure to relax 
with some popcorn and check out all the 
new team entrances in the game. You can 
now have the tradition of Saturday without 
leaving your couch.

Broadcast Camera
Now you can watch your games from the 
press box. With Coach mode, you can 
select the play and make adjustments but 
sit back and let the computer do the work. 
If your dad is a gamer but can’t handle all 
the controls, set this beautiful mode up 
and allow him to be the eye in the sky. You 
might even be able to fool him into thinking 
he is watching TV—it looks that cool!

If you’re a football player who is looking to 
get back in the trenches, look no further 
than Road to Glory mode. Perhaps you 
were a running back who always thought 
you had what it took to play both sides 
of the ball? You can now play offense 
and defense while earning points for both 
positions. Is a power house school looking 
at you as defensive back, but you always 
dreamed of playing wide receiver? Tough 
choices will have to be made on signing 
day; go with the prestige or with your 
heart? 

You can now play an entire high school 
season and even use the Team Builder 
feature to make your opponents more 
authentic. If you can last a whole high 
school season and earn enough recruiting 
points to get the scholarship offer from the 
school of your dreams, be ready. Gaining 
stater status won’t be as easy as in years 
past. You will need to battle for positioning 
and earn the trust of your coach. It won’t 
be easy, but the harder you work and the 
more you develop, the better chance you 
have of achieving glory. 
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Dive Catching
An overthrown deep ball used to be 
very frustrating in NCAA Football. You 
would smoke your defender down the 
sideline only to miss the ball by two 
steps! I remember yelling “Lay out” at the 
television. Well, my screams must have 
worked because the developers at Tiburon 
added the all-new dive catch to NCAA 
Football 12. 

Diving is not only effective, it looks awesome

Now you can lead your receiver and hold 
the Dive button to lay out for the football; 
this gives you the ability to make the big 
play! 

Zone Defense
The Smart Zones feature in NCAA Football 
12 gives you the option of playing some 
unique coverages. The defenders will pass 
off their receivers and actually follow them 
through their zones. You can now roll that 
coverage to the strong side of the fi eld and 
be confi dent your safety will be there to 
knock the ball loose. Zones now play tough 
and give your defense a new weapon in the 
fi ght against speedy offenses.

DYNASTY MODE

With the popularity 
surrounding 
Dynasty mode in 
recent years, the 
NCAA Football 
team added new 
ways for people 
to get even more 
involved. This year 
the game gets 

even more depth jammed into an already 
packed game mode. Whether you’re 
looking to rebuild an old power or burst a 
new team on the national stage, Dynasty 
mode is for you! 

Coaching Carousel 
The Coaching Carousel makes its debut 
this year. Players can now start out as a 
coordinator and focus on one side of the 
ball only. Depending on your success, each 
season you will be offered new jobs.

Make sure you can take the heat

Don’t always take the fi rst opportunity, 
though; make sure you know what the 
offering team expects out of you by 
checking the goals. If you’re not careful, 
you could walk into a new job with tons of 
pressure; can you handle the heat?

SuperSim
After EA SPORTS had success with online 
recruiting last year, the team added the 
ability to sim your games on the web this 
season. This gives the user more control 
over the dynasty than ever before. Now 
you can call plays, make substitutions, and 
fi ght for the National Championship while 
you relax on vacation! 

Custom Conferences 
Whether or not you’re a fan of the Bowl 
Championship Series, you now have the 
chance to make your own dream matchups 
in NCAA Football 12. The possibilities here 
are endless: Want to force your friend to 
play with a small school like Louisiana 
Tech and force them into the SEC? Done! 
If you have always dreamed of having your 
team play in the granddaddy of them all, 
the Rose Bowl, well, now you can. You can 
customize bowl conferences, which means 
your Miami of Ohio MAC champs can play 
in Pasadena on January 1! You now have 
full control of the alignment and scheduling 
of your dynasty, so get ready! 

GAMEPLAY
Collision-Based Tackling

Make sure to press the new Tackle button to wrap 
up the QB for a big loss

The designers at Tiburon really focused 
on taking “suction” out of the game. This 
meant an overhaul to the tackling system, 
so that now tackles don’t start until you 
make contact with the ball carrier. Without 
suction, blocking and catching feel 
incredibly realistic, and gamers can get 
into proper position to make plays. Another 
thing to keep an eye on is momentum; 
players who are running downhill now have 
the advantage in one-on-one battles. Pay 
attention to the lunge tackle, as it can be 
used in desperation to make some game-
saving tackles! 
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RunnInG MOves
Becoming a master on the sticks is the easiest 
way to improve your game. In NCAA Football 
12, you have multiple moves at your disposal 
on any given play. The first step to becoming 
better is to make sure you know all the buttons 
and corresponding moves. Next, you will start to 
grasp at what time and in which situation each 
move becomes most effective. All of these little 
factors add up, and soon you will be dancing 
your way into the end zone making your friends 
look foolish. 

Make one sharp cut and leave the defender 
in the dust

The smaller defender can’t deal with a 
lowered shoulder

Plant your foot and make the defender  
look foolish

Make sure to time the stiff arm to the tackle 
animation

Avoid trouble in the trenches

You made it this far—go for it!

Juke
Xbox 360: Left or right on the right thumbstick 

PlayStation 3: Left or right on the right 
thumbstick

Highlight stick
Xbox 360: Up on the right thumbstick 

PlayStation 3: Up on the right thumbstick

spin
Xbox 360: 2 

PlayStation 3: o

stiff Arm
Xbox 360: 1 

PlayStation 3: u

Hurdle
Xbox 360: 4 

PlayStation 3: i

dive
Xbox 360: 3 

PlayStation 3: p

The juke is one of the most dangerous moves 
in the game; the ability to maintain speed 
throughout the cut is a key element to its 
success. Using an RB with high agility, get into 
space and make the defender miss. A larger 
defender like a DE will have a hard time keeping 
up with the ball carrier’s move in space. We also 
have the option of combining jukes back to back 
if we are taking on multiple defenders.

The highlight stick can help take your game to 
the next level. First, find out if your running back 
has a higher elusive rating or a higher trucking 
rating. This will be a factor in which move is 
activated when you use the highlight stick. The 
truck move is great when you have momentum 
moving forward against a smaller defender. This 
is important for picking up crucial yards on third 
down. The elusive move is great for scat backs 
who look to use their agility to slip tackles.

Getting down the proper angle for unleashing 
a spin move is very important. The optimal 
time is when a defender picks up an angle on 
you while you’re streaking down the sideline. 
Having this move can keep your momentum 
moving forward. If you use this move in traffic, 
immediately after your spin move cover up the 
ball if you see another defender. A big hit can jar 
the ball loose once you turn your back to your 
target.

The stiff arm is one of the most aggressive 
moves in football. When a defender approaches 
you from the side, this move gives him a hand 
to the face. It works against any type of player; 
while DEs are stronger, they usually have lower 
tackle ratings. Safeties, on the other hand, can 
tackle, but they are not as strong. Always keep 
this move in your mind near the sideline. It’s 
effective because you can maintain speed that 
won’t allow other trailing defenders to catch up 
to you. While this move is only used a couple of 
times a game, it’s crucial that you think of it in 
the right situation because it can spring you to 
huge gains!

If you are running in clogged areas, especially 
near the goal line, remember that you have the 
hurdle in your arsenal. Rather than picking a 
different gap due to a cut-down defender, simply 
hop over him. This can get you into the end zone 
quicker and will make your offensive lineman 
who sealed the block happy. Be careful when 
using this move in traffic; if you mistime the leap 
you will get jacked up! 

When the game is on the line and you have no 
option to fail, dive! Diving allows you to pick up 
the crucial yards needed to move the chains. 
Although you can’t continue your run because 
your knee touches, sometimes the situation calls 
for it. When you’re down by the goal line, using 
the dive will trigger a jump over the pile in hopes 
of landing in the end zone. Only dive when totally 
necessary because you leave yourself exposed to 
big hits while in the air. If the defender times the 
tackle right, you could lose the ball!
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The HB in 
a one-back 
system is on his 
own as far as 
lead blockers. 
His success 
is dictated by 
choosing the 
right hole to hit 
and running with a purpose. If he chooses the 
gap with a defender, he’d better have some 
very good moves because the fullback is not on 
the field to bail him out. The defense should be 
more spread out due the extra receiving threat 
you add to the field, but you must learn how to 
seek the right hole.

Cover up the ball in traffic

Once the defender commits to the QB, pitch it!

Fool the defender and then cut it upfield

Protect Ball
Xbox 360: + 

PlayStation 3: R

Pitch
Xbox 360: 7 

PlayStation 3: l

fake Pitch
Xbox 360: P 

PlayStation 3: L

When playing an opponent who likes to go for 
the strip, covering up the ball is essential. When 
you bust a run up the middle, make sure to hold 
it as soon as you sense danger. You can protect 
for as long as you need—although you run 
slower you also prevent turnovers. One specific 
time to use this is late in games while you are 
grinding down the clock. Keeping the lead is 
imperative, and by protecting the ball you can 
ensure your team keep will keep the ball in their 
possession. 

The pitch is a great tactic that can break down 
defenses. Start by drawing the defender into the 
ball carrier; as soon as he commits to him, break 
the pitch outside. Knowing when to unleash it 
is almost as important as knowing when not to. 
You must be very wise when letting the ball out 
of your possession. A pitch into traffic or during 

Once you have set up the pitch, try using the 
fake pitch to force the defender to commit to 
the running back. Use the fake pitch before the 
defender locks onto your QB. With a fast player 
running the option, keeping the ball and cutting 
it upfield is as good an option as pitching it. You 
don’t have to risk pitching the ball outside—just 
make sure to cover up the rock because QBs 
often have lower carry ratings.

a tackle animation can be very risky. Turning the 
ball over is a danger of the option game, so be 
careful. When you master the pitch, you become 
a dangerous player.

InsIde RunnInG GAMe
Pounding the rock is the key to having a 
balanced attack on offense. If you can commit 
to running the ball and chewing up chunks of 
yards, the defense will be forced to add extra 
defenders in the box. Starting up the middle is 
the easiest way to get your attack going. This 
forces the defense to pinch the line, which later 
will allow you to gash them outside. The defense 
must respect your ability to play smashmouth 
football. This helps open up your play action 
passing game and keeps the defensive ends 
from immediately from rushing upfield to stalk 
your QB. Here are some runs to get the defense 
on their heels.

HB Iso Run

HB dive

Start your attack here

No lead blocker here

On this run, we 
have the fullback 
lead the charge 
into the A gap. 
We are looking 
to follow him 
into the second 
level and use his 
block to spring 
us. If he gets picked up by a lineman, we will 
simply try and get as many yards as possible.

Keep your eyes upfield on the lineman

We can see our line prevent the defense from 
getting penetration. This allows our fullback 
a clear lane into the second level to take on 
defenders. We see the defense is still balanced, 
so we should look to follow our blockers rather 
than making a cut into a different gap.

The LB locks eyes through the gap

While the dive is meant to be a straight-ahead 
run, we aren’t running into trouble if we can help 
it. The linebacker eyes the handoff and has a 
clear shot through the gap. Rather than trying to 
run him over, we look to use the gap and put a 
block between us.Check the second level for holes

As we reach the hole, we hold down turbo and 
start to get a full head of steam. At this point 
we are thinking ahead to which direction we are 
going to bust this run once we pop through the 
line. Our fullback is matched up against a very 

talented LB, so we will stay away and follow our 
OL to the right. He should be able to seal off his 
block. Once we get through traffic we will look 
to make one move on the safety if needed. This 
is the exact type of run we need to force the 
defense to crowd everyone inside.
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The FB Dive 
is great if the 
defense is 
expecting a run 
to the outside. 
The FB is a 
blocker in most 
of our running 
situations; 
however, here 
we quickly hand off to the FB and let him pick 
up yards. 

By spreading out 
the field with five 
wide receivers, 
we can force 
the defense 
to vacate the 
box. This is 
where a mobile 
QB becomes 
effective. The 
QB Blast will take advantage of a team that 
leaves the middle of the field open by utilizing a 
fast QB.

Cut hard and don’t look back

The defender loses us behind the mass of 
bodies in his way. We hope that he gets tangled 
up, but if not we are still going to pick up some 
decent yards. The type of running that the 
one-back system brings to the table is for the 
savvy runner. The key is to know when to try and 
cut back and when to just gain the easy 4 yards 
that the defense allows. 

Don’t make multiple cuts; pick one hole and 
hit it hard.tIP

HB draw
There are different theories about running the 
ball up the middle of the field. One is to pound 
away, but that often draws a lot of attention. 
Another is to fool the defense and make them 
spread out, and draws bring this style of running 
to the table.

The defenders read pass first

At the snap, the QB drops into a passing stance, 
and the linemen begin to drop back like they are 
pass blocking. Reading this, the safeties begin 
to back up and get ready to defend the pass. 
Our RB is waiting patiently and is ready to attack 
the defense. 

We get the ball late

Despite waiting longer to hand the ball off, there 
is no penetration behind the line of scrimmage. 
When the RB receives the ball, he has the 
freedom to pick a hole and get started upfield. 
Since the FB released to the second level, we 
follow his hole so we have an extra blocker. 

The whole middle opens up

Our RB springs free into the second level, and 
once the FB engages the defender we hammer 
on the turbo. We are very careful about using 
turbo since we like to make sharp cuts. Once 
we pick our lane, though, we look to pick up as 
many yards as possible. The HB Draw is a great 
way to spread the defense out and frustrate 
them when they are thinking about the pass. 
Smashmouth football can be a fun way to earn 
yards, but draws can gash the defense and 
leave them scratching their heads.

fB Inside QB Blast

A quick handoff keeps the defense 
off balance

Spread the field and power it with 
your QB

Put your head down 

The FB quickly gets started upfield. As 
soon as the LBs see the handoff they start 
running downhill. We have a head start on the 
momentum and will look to stay straight ahead.

Read the D and be ready for the snap

Keep your eyes on the second level and count 
the number of defenders. If you have the 
advantage in the run game look to drive forward 
to pick up yards.

Cover up and fight for a few extra yards

With the linebacker approaching the FB, cover 
up and put your head down for some extra 
yards. Focus on this run in short yardage 
situations or if the defense becomes too preoc-
cupied with the outside attack.

Drive your back foot to get going upfield

As soon as you get the ball pick a hole and 
get running upfield. The defense will close in 
quickly, so look to slide or fall forward for extra 
yards. Your QB is very valuable, so cover up 
the ball or slide because you don’t need to be 
taking unnecessary hits. The QB Blast combines 
the spreading of the field like the draw with 
powering the run forward like a dive.
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On the goal line, 
the QB Sneak 
can quickly help 
us pick up a TD. 
Since the QB 
doesn’t waste 
any time handing 
off, we can likely 
get the short 
yardage we need. 

The Strong 
Power is a run 
that allows you 
to follow the 
pulling guard 
and get to the 
edge of the 
defense. This 
run is a handoff 
and is comparable to the HB Stretch and HB Off 
Tackle. It hands off the ball rather than pitching it 
and has you attack the C gap.

The HB Counter 
is one of the 
staple runs 
in our three-
headed rushing 
attack. By 
keeping this 
run handy, we 
can quickly 
run to the weak side and turn the run outside. 
Although it takes an extra second to get going, 
the counter works because of the cut by the 
halfback.

If you find 
the defense 
cramming the 
box or lacking 
discipline on 
one side, look to 
toss the ball to 
your HB and get 
him into space. 
We like tossing it to the opposite side of where 
your wide receivers are lined up. They are not as 
strong as blockers, and if we get a man defense 
called against us, they take a lot of the attention 
with them. Sweeps work very similarly, so don’t 
hesitate to call one if you get a similar read.

QB sneak

strong Power

HB Counter

HB toss strong

A powerful short yardage play

Break it outside for big yards

Time to fool the defense

This play is best to open space

Check the nose tackle

Take a look at the nose tackle and make sure 
you have the advantage in the run game. Pick 
whichever gap the DT can’t maintain. At the 
snap, the center will get moving forward and we 
want to be right behind him. Don’t waste any 
time moving forward; start getting momentum.

Follow the guard to the edge

An initial hole is made in the middle of the line 
due to the guard getting out ahead to lead the 
charge. Don’t hit this hole because a defender 
is likely to shoot through it unscathed. As long 
as you follow the play, the defender shooting in 
won’t be able to tackle you. The linebacker is too late

At the snap, the linebacker is looking to bust 
through the A gap and lock up the run; however, 
the ball is quickly tossed out and he is now 
totally out of the play. The RB gets ready to 
catch the pitch and has his eyes looking upfield 
to the open space. Now is a good time to 
consider what kind of move you’re going to put 
on the defender. Remember: A juke is good 
against slower defenders, while running over 
cornerbacks is preferable. Try to identify who 
might be standing in your way as you receive 
the toss.

Good luck catching him

Since we cleared out the right side of the field, 
there are no defenders staying home to take on. 
As our linemen seal their blocks we look to get 
to the edge and pick up yards. Make sure to 
guard the ball in your outside hand, and don’t be 
afraid to hop out of bounds after you pick up all 
you can. Tosses are capable of big gains but can 
also lose yardage if run at the wrong time. Make 
sure you have a good feeling, and if not, simply 
audible to a more straight-ahead run.

Drive the legs forward

When you cross the line of scrimmage protect 
the ball and lean forward. This should help 
you get the extra push you need and keep you 
safe from linebackers converging on the play. 
Although this play should be used sparingly, it 
will force the defense to make adjustments to 
defend it properly. When executed properly this 
play can gain the inches that make a difference 
between winning and losing.

Wait for him to seal the defender

As you get to the corner, the guard will be taking 
on a defensive back, which is a matchup he 
will win time and time again. If you can make 
the safety miss, this play can go for big yards. 

OutsIde Run GAMe Either way, running the outside of the tackles 
forces the defenders to be disciplined and 
spread themselves out. If they guess the wrong 
way or clog the middle, you can really hurt their 
confidence. 
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The RB sells his cut

Here the RB appears to take a step to the right; 
however, the guard starts to pull to the left. 
The initial movement by the running back can 
slow up linebackers and usually results in no 
penetration by the defense. Once you have the 
defense on their heels, the RB heads back left 
and takes the handoff. The key here is to make 
sure to wait for the pulling guard. He will pick 
up the block and you can either cut it inside or 
usually take it outside for a big gain.

The slotback is covered

Your slotback makes his way out to the right and 
behind the wide receivers, who are blocking for 
you. If the CB slides down to make a play, force 

Cut it upfield

The receivers are far downfield and the QB 
follows their escort into the end zone. Having 
a QB as a threat is paramount to the option 
game because he can go the distance on any 
given play. On our next drive, it’s guaranteed the 
defense will be paying more attention to the QB, 
so we will likely look to pitch it.

The RB capitalizes on the misdirection

Once we see the lineman make his block, we 
start to hold turbo. The defenders we fooled at 
first should start to recover, so we want to get 
into as much space as possible. Do your best to 
squeeze through the hole and leave the defense 
in your dust. The counter is a run we will use 
even on long yardage situations because of 
its ability to pick up chunks of yards. For short 
yardage it can take a little longer to develop, so 
we usually don’t choose it there. Once you get 
through the hole, get the ball in your outside arm 
to prevent fumbles.

RunnInG tHe OPtIOn
Running the Option Style offense in NCAA 
Football 12 is one of the most exciting and 
successful play styles that a gamer can employ. 
While fans of the pro game may not appreciate 
the option attack, if used correctly it can be one 
of the deadliest styles around. The Option Style 
offense forces the defense to choose the QB 
or the RB. If the defense commits to the RB, 
simply keep the ball with your QB for a big gain. 
If the defense stops the QB, look to pitch the 
ball outside to the RB. Unless you are playing 
an incredibly disciplined team, the option can 
really stress defenses. Considering you can run 
an option inside or outside, and even pass, most 
players should learn this fundamental style in the 
college game.

The Flexbone 
should be the 
starting point 
of any offense 
looking to have 
a successful 
Option Style 
attack this 
season. At 
the snap, your 
fullback will take off in the opposite direction, 
and this should draw some attention from the 
defense.

Quick Option

The Flexbone shines in NCAA 
Football 12

him to make a decision. Here he tries to make 
a big play and guards the potential pitch man. 
However, the QB sees this out of the corner of 
his eye and decides to keep the ball.

speed Option

The Speed Option is especially dangerous out of the shotgun

The Speed Option works in two ways: One is 
out of the shotgun, where the QB takes off to 
the strong side and uses the RB as his pitch 
man. The other is as a counter to the Power 
Option from under center. We have no fullback 
blocking for us in either formation, so a pitch has 
a good chance of happening. Here we look at 
the shotgun variety and find out what makes this 
play so hard to defend.

Read the LB at the snap

At the snap, the QB wants to read the box. The 
defense is spread out due to the four-wide-
receiver look; this leaves the MLB guarding both 
the QB and the RB. At the snap, we will break to 
the edge and look to draw the MLB to us. 

Draw the defender and dump

The MLB does a good job of meeting the QB 
at the edge. However, he can choose only one 
player to defend and picks the ball carrier. The 
RB continues to swing around to the outside 
and the QB pitches him the ball at the last 
second. The RB now has open field to work 
with and should pick up big yards. Keeping the 
defense spread is essential to the Speed Option, 
which has become a very common play with the 
explosion of spread offenses in college football.
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A more traditional attack

The Power Option brings the QB under center 
and gives him a convoy of blockers and 
pitchmen to work with. Here the QB has two 
players working as blockers and can often hold 
the ball longer.

Get ready to go to the air attack

A good Load Option pass will look exactly the 
same as the Load Option run. This specific play 
has automotion, so we can call this play and 
just run the option run and not even think about 
the pass. That should get the defense running 
downhill.

The play starts out the same

At the snap the back is already behind the QB 
and ready for the option. The QB must read the 
middle of the field, and if he sees the safeties 
lose their assignment, he should plant his feet 
for the pass.

Press the Snap button to bring up the passing icons

Set up the pass with the regular Load Option

The Load Option is a standard play in college 
football. By setting up the defense, we can take 
control of the Load Option pass, which is one of 
the best ways to make big plays.

The patented turn of the QB

The QB does a counterclockwise rotation and 
really gets running quickly. There is no misdi-
rection element to this option; this is straight 
smashmouth football. Look to the FB to pick up 
the first block and wait for your trailing back to 
swing out behind the QB. 

Get ready to pitch it

Power Option

load Option Pass

When the QB finally runs into a defender who 
is unaccounted for, that is the time to pitch it. 
He still has his back trailing him looking ready 
for a pitch. A defense that loses contain will get 
gashed for yards all day long. If they start to load 
up the strong side, don’t be afraid to call the run 
to the opposite side with the right thumbstick. 
This will keep them guessing all game long. 

triple Option
•	 Option 1—FB Handoff

•	 Option 2—QB Keeper

•	 Option 3—Pitch to HB

Hold the Snap button to hand it off

Punish them for leaving the middle open

Since the defense vacated the middle of the 
field, we hit them where it hurts. They were so 
scared of the big run to the outside that they 
allowed the FB to gut their defense inside. Make 
sure to cover up the football when running with 
the fullback, and always use the truck stick to 
pick up extra yards on impact.

The FB read makes it deadly

There are two common types of Triple Option. 
There is the traditional under-center kind where 
the QB can either fake or hand off to the FB 
before starting an option outside. There is also 
a newer shotgun variety where the QB does a 
read option with the FB before starting on his 
way outside with his other back. The key to both 
is making the defense freeze and respect the run 
up the middle. 

At the snap, the QB must keep his eyes in the 
middle of the field to read the defense. If they 
are cheating to one side the QB should hand the 
ball off to the FB, who can gain big yards up the 
middle. The more you give it to the FB, the more 
it will open up outside running lanes, which can 
translate into big yards later in the game.
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The wide receivers are running medium crossing 
patterns, which any QB should be able to 
complete with ease. Your WRs should have 
plenty of space to make plays in the open field. 
By calling the passing version once in a while, 
you force the defense to respect your team 
as a passing threat, and it will help keep them 
honest. Adding this dimension to your Option 
Style attack is essential to having a well-rounded 
game plan.

More Option tips
•	 Having proper personnel is imperative to a 

great Option Style offense. 

•	 A QB with a speed rating above 77 should 
be able to turn the corner and pick up yards 
to make the defense respect him as a threat. 
The QB must have a good carry rating and 
protect the ball when he goes into traffic.

•	 The FB position is often overlooked; however, 
in the Option Style offense it’s a main focal 
point. The FB must be able to carry the ball and 
draw attention even when he doesn’t receive 
the handoff. He must be a great blocker and 
have good speed and agility for his position.

•	 The two running backs in an option system 
should be balanced; if one is significantly 
better, the defense may look to key in on your 
stronger player. The weaker player must prove 
he can beat the defense or you will have a 
one-sided attack. RBs must have great hands 
to grab onto pitches and must be willing to 
fight for the ball if it ever comes loose.

•	 Wide receivers must be sure-handed and 
willing to block. They won’t get many chances; 
however, when they are called upon they must 
make the defense pay for losing track of them. 
A dropped pass while wide open can deflate a 
team that rarely calls a pass. 

•	 In short yardage situations use the handoff 
to the fullback to pick up the quick yards. He 
will have great momentum and is likely to fall 
forward. The option is capable of losing yards 
if the defense gets penetration; while it won’t 
happen often look to use a faster-developing 
run in crucial situations.

•	 The person controlling the option attack must 
be a good decision maker and understand 
the value of controlling the clock to win 
games. Maintaining possession of the 
football and not making desperate pitch 
attempts is what separates a good option 
user from a great one. You will learn how to 
make your attack look the same including 
motions, handoffs, and passes. This will keep 
the defense on its heels while you know all 
along where you are headed: the end zone.

PAssInG COntROls
Playing quarterback has been highly stylized as 
the most important position in football movies. 
It always seems that the QB is the most popular 
person in school. Well, all that attention can 
have its drawbacks. If you step out on the field 
and are not aware of every tool at your disposal, 
you are gonna take heat. Thankfully, NCAA 
Football 12 allows a QB who studies hard and 
plays the position for the love of the game to 
succeed. Here is everything you need to know to 
become a legend.

throw to Receiver 
Any time you drop back to pass, you have to 
press a receiver’s button to pass him the ball. 
You can throw two types of passes depending 
on the situation: a bullet pass or a lob pass.

Bullet Pass
Xbox 360: 1 2 3 4 or P

PlayStation 3: u i o p or L

lob Pass
Xbox 360: 1 2 3 4 or P

PlayStation 3: u i o p or L

Motion
Xbox 360: 2 to select player, then left or right on 

the left thumbstick

PlayStation 3: o to select player, then left or 
right on the left thumbstick 

Pass lead
Xbox 360: Left, right, up, or down on the left 

thumbstick

PlayStation 3: Left, right, up, or down on the left 
thumbstick

Hold down the button to fit it into tight coverage

A bullet pass is great for fitting the ball into a 
tight window. This will be your most commonly 
used pass; even if your WR is open, you should 
look to get it to him quickly so he can pick up 
yards after the catch. 

Pop it over the blitzing player

Any time you need to air out the ball, look to 
use the lob pass. This requires some touch and 
should only be used if you have a step on the 
defender. Work on throwing the deep pass with 
different amounts of lob to master this passing 
style. A quick button press is key here.

Send a player in motion to get the defense thinking

Before the snap, you have the option to motion 
players on offense. This can help you get a 
read on the defense to find out if they are in 
man or zone. If you have a WR who is getting 
dominated by press coverage, this can also help 
free him up. Notice where the WR lines up and 
look to make new formations with the motion. 
You can only move one player on each play, so 
choose wisely! 

Put it where only your player can make a play on it

Lead your WR over the middle and hit him in stride

Effectively using pass lead is one way to make 
a drastic improvement. If you can master where 
to throw the ball to your receiver you will start 
picking up more yards. The types of throws you 
will consider making will fit into tighter windows. 
Learn how to throw high passes to bigger 
targets or master the art of the back shoulder 
throw on the sideline. Make sure your QB has 
a high enough accuracy rating because you 
can lead the ball too much at times! Make sure 
to protect your wide receivers over the middle; 
don’t lead them into a big hit.
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QB sprint
Xbox 360: 8 

PlayStation 3: r

throw Away
Xbox 360: + 

PlayStation 3: R

QB slide 
Xbox 360: Tap 3 

PlayStation 3: Tap p

Coach Cam
Xbox 360: 8 and move the right thumbstick up 

to view play art

PlayStation 3: r and move the right 
thumbstick up to view play art

Roll out to make an easier throw

Rolling out the QB is a great tactic to shorten the 
field. With a mobile QB, you also have the option 
to take off if the coverage sags off. Make sure 
you don’t roll your QB into a blitz, and always 
look to roll to his strong throwing side first.

Don’t take a sack

Knowing what button throws away the ball is 
crucial to saving plays. If you start to get chased 
down by the defender you have to know what 
can get you out of a bad situation. Don’t risk a 
bad throw into coverage; get rid of the ball out 
of bounds and live to play another down.

Slide to avoid taking a big hit

Knowing when to slide can be the difference 
between keeping a drive alive or losing a 
momentum-changing fumble. As soon as you 
pick up all the yards you can, make sure to slide 
when the defense gets ready to lay a hit stick. A 
mobile QB can be your biggest weapon, so keep 
him protected by getting him out of bounds or 
sliding to safety.

Let’s go wide-screen

Double-check your routes pre-snap

Using the coach cam to double-check the 
defensive positioning pre-snap is one of the 
smartest habits you can get into. If you need to 
double-check your play art or want to make sure 
your hot routes went through, go for it. The wide 
view allows you to get a full view of the field and 
find out where the defense is weakest.

Setting up a double move on the DB

Brand-new this year is the ability to pump fake 
to a specific receiver. This will make looking 
off the safety or putting a double move on the 
defender easier. Use the pump fake if a player is 
very aggressive; he should bite on the fake and 
leave your WR open downfield.

Pump fake
Xbox 360: Left, right, up, or down on the right 

thumbstick

PlayStation 3: Left, right, up, or down on the 
right thumbstick 

General Passing tips 
•	 Find a formation that allows you to determine 

what type of coverage the defense is in.

•	 Use motion to get a man or zone read against 
the defense. This is a great pre-snap starting 
point.

•	 Know which routes are likely to open up first 
and learn to make progressive reads across 
the field.

•	 Look at the safeties to see their depth on 
the field. If you see them dropping back or 
sneaking up to the line, make an adjustment 
to your reads.

•	 Look at the personnel the defense has on 
the field; if you spread them out with five 
wide receivers, make sure they didn’t leave 
linebackers on the field. Exploit any matchup 
advantage you have—speed, size, etc.

•	 Get into practice mode and run your plays 
against all types of defenses. If you’re 
comfortable with a play against man 
coverage but can’t figure out zone, then go 
and practice it! Find out what to look for in 
the defense or what play you can audible to 
be successful.

•	 Take a deep breath—your linemen will protect 
you and form a pocket. Relax, make a read, 
and deliver the ball downfield.

•	 Keep in an extra TE or RB to block. Many 
players try to spread out to avoid pressure, 
but by adding extra players to the line and in 
the backfield, we can pick up more blitzers 
and have time to throw downfield.
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HOt ROutes
After learning all the basic passing controls, 
adding hot routes to your attack will help you 
take the next step. Using hot routes allows the 
player to make quick changes to passing plays 
on the fly. If we read that the defense is in zone 
and want to make a quick flood concept, we 
have the tools. Adding one route to an already 
solid play can make some plays undefendable. 
Let’s take a look at all the controls for hot routes 
in NCAA Football 12. 

streak
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then up on the 

left thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then up on 
the left thumbstick

In Route
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then left or 

right on the left thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then left or 
right on the left thumbstick

slant In
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then left or 

right on the right thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then left or 
right on the right thumbstick

slant Out
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then left or 

right on the right thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then left or 
right on the right thumbstick

fade 
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then up on the 

right thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then up on 
the right thumbstick

Curl 
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then down on 

the left thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then down 
on the left thumbstick

Out Route
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then left or 

right on the left thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then left or 
right on the left thumbstick

Send the WR deep

Streak is the most commonly called hot route. 
If you see a vulnerable defender or coverage, 
simply send the WR on a go. Also known as a fly 
route, it’s a great way to clear out the safeties. 
Even if you have no intention of throwing it deep, 
use the WR as a decoy and pass it to the area 
he clears out. If you’re gonna unleash the deep 
ball, target your fastest WR and lead him out in 
front. Give him a chance on the ball and nobody 
else. Placing all your wide receivers on streaks 
can make a Four Verticals concept, which can 
stress zones. Find where they are weak and lead 
your receiver upfield.

Pressure the defenders inside

The in route hasn’t been as popular as the drag 
route over the past few seasons, but with zone 
making a strong resurgence, it will be back this 
year. Use the in route to make your own Levels 
concept to attack zone coverage over the 
middle of the field.

Work to get inside position

The slant in is a classic hot route that can be 
used to beat the man blitz. If you see the DB 
slide back or shade your WR, look to bullet a 
pass in quickly. Make sure to lead your WR so 
he can catch the ball in stride and pick up yards.

To the sideline

The fade route can be used in the red zone to 
target bigger receivers on the edge. The fade is 
not as powerful as in years past, but if you like 
to user control the WR, it may be your year. You 
can also look to use this unique route to attack 
zones, but it will take some practice to make it 
work consistently.

The receiver will curl in front of the defender

A curl route is a solid hot route because it can 
beat both man and zone coverage when used 
properly. Against man defense, time the throw 
as the WR is starting his cut. This will make 
sure he gets space between the ball and the 
defender and allow him make a possession 
catch. Against a zone, use the curl hot route to 
force the defender to choose a WR. If you mix 
the curl with other routes running through one 
area, the defense will have a hard time stopping 
you. Leading the ball away from the defender is 
key to having success with the curl route.

Attack the sideline

The out route is most effective when run by a 
TE or slot receiver because they have better 
spacing from the sideline. Make sure he has 
space to haul in the catch and turn upfield. If 
you can get a speedy WR matched up against 
a linebacker, an out route can really utilize a 
WR’s agility to make cuts. Throw the ball as he 
plants his feet, and always try to lead away from 
the defender. You can also use the out route to 
make your own Flood concept on the fly.

Lob it up
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drag
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then down on 

the right thumbstick

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then down 
on the right thumbstick

Block left/Right
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then 8 or 7

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then r 
or l

Drags consistently get separation 

Drags are great because you can add them to 
any play where you read man coverage. They 
give your QB a great short throw option that 
can be completed at a high percentage. You 
can also add a second route to make your own 
Mesh concept. Try placing your RB on one as 
well for a unique route out of the backfield.

Both backs step left

Expecting heat from the right

Learning how to block your backs can make 
a good player great. Once you see the blitz, 
position your RB to pick up the player with a 
blocking hot route. You can block TEs on the line 
straight ahead, but only players in the backfield 
will step to a direction. 

The back makes his angle cut

The angle route can be run by any player out of 
the backfield. He starts out like he is going to 
run a flat route. You have the option of hitting 
him before his cut if the defense is playing him 
inside. 

Lead him out in front

The sharp cut leaves most man defenders in 
the dust. If we see the back get inside position, 
we know it’s safe to deliver the ball. Make sure 
nobody dropped back in coverage off the line 
and is waiting to pick off the pass.

Secure the catch over the middle

Once we know the throw is safe we can lead the 
pass to the middle of the field. The angle route 
is one of the best ways to beat the blitz—it gives 
us two quick options to get rid of the football. 

The slant out has been an extremely popular 
route the last few seasons. It is used as a man 
beater similar to the slant in, but it can also 
attack zone. The defenders in zone will have a 
hard time sliding out and covering it. Throw a 
high lead pass to the sideline and let the WR do 
the work.

smart Route
Xbox 360: 4, the receiver’s icon, then +

PlayStation 3: I, the receiver’s icon, then R

Smart routes are great in crucial third down 
situations. If you need 11 yards but the curl 
route is only running 7, simply smart route 
to make the WR run to the first down marker 
before starting his cut. While you can’t smart 
route every hot route, you should keep the idea 
in your game plan for big situations. Choose an 
individual WR’s pass icon and then press the 
Smart Route button.

Try smart routing pass routes from your 
favorite plays. This can change the angle 

and depth of some routes, making them unique!
tIP

tHe PAssInG GAMe
Now that we have all the controls and hot routes 
down, let’s take a look at two different styles 
of passing. Different offenses have different 
strengths. Find out what type benefits your team 
the best and look to install that type of game 
plan. All offenses employ some type of short 
passing game; these routes allow easy throws 
but limit the number of game-breaking plays. 
While only certain teams can handle the full-time 
downfield passing attack, every team has the 
ability to take a shot downfield. Let’s look at 
the difference and see what works best for your 
team.

short Passing Game
Requirements

•	 A quarterback with at least an 80 speed 
rating.

•	 More strength at RB and TE than with your 
WR core.

•	 A mobile offensive line that can block direc-
tionally and get out in front on screens.

•	 Patience to eat the clock, make the smart 
throw, and score on long drives.

The short passing game was popularized in 
the 1980s with the development of the West 
Coast Offense. Coaches realized they could use 
short passing gains to keep the chains moving, 
similar to a running attack. This advent has 
led to multiple offenses employing the tactic, 
which helps take pressure off the offensive line. 
The QB must make quick decisions but should 
be able to make every throw needed to have 
success in this attack.

Common short Routes
Angle

There is a small window during the cut 
where your pass will fall incomplete—

practice the timimg!
tIP
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The WR takes his step back at the snap

The bubble screen is used to get a dynamic 
receiver the ball with a chance to make a play. 
It is a very high percentage throw that can keep 
defenses honest. At the snap, the WR takes a 
step parallel to the line and looks to get the pass 
from the QB.

Anticipate his cut

Curl routes are high-percentage throws if we 
have a larger player who can shield off the 
opponent. When facing man coverage, a curl 
only works if your defender respects that you 
might run by him. With zone, a curl almost 
always sits in an area where the defender isn’t 
playing. Look to mix in the curl with other routes 
to free up your player.

Read the coverage

Drags are a staple of the short passing offense. 
Since they cross in front of the QB, it is a very 
simple throw for him to make. We prefer using 
drags to beat man coverage, but if you have 
patience, they can also beat zone.

Read the position of the defender

Forcing the defense to play coverage in the flats 
is essential to opening up deeper passes later in 
the game. When facing the blitz we like to use 
the flat route by the halfback because it allows a 
safety valve for the QB.

Leak out and prepare for the pass

If the defense falls back into a Cover 4, why risk 
throwing a pass downfield? Simply connect on 
a pass to the flat and take all the yards until the 
defense comes up to make the tackle.

Fit the window

Any time we see an LB matched up against a 
faster slot WR, we look to exploit this matchup. 
When using a quick WR, we can make him a 
threat after he catches the ball. 

Cut upfield for yards

The WR should trust the QB not to lead him 
into danger. If we use multiple drags at different 
depths and are able to roll the pocket to the 
QB’s strong side, we can tear up the defense all 
day.

Lead the throw away from defenders

With the ability to smart route a curl, we can 
often use them on big third down plays. The 
QB must be on the same page as the WR and 
look to deliver the ball as he turns. If we wait too 
long, the defender can arrive in position to break 
up the play or even make an interception.

Using the body to shield the ball

The curl is essential to a short passing offense 
because it can beat different kinds of coverages. 
Find out if you prefer a speedier or a bulkier WR 
to run the route and practice the timing.

The QB looks to send a bullet pass down the line

As soon as the pass is secured, make sure 
to look at your blockers. The other WRs on 
your side of the field should be holding up the 
defenders and trying to free you up.

Follow blocks to get upfield for yards

Bubble

Curl

drag
flat

If the throw goes backwards and is 
dropped, a fumble is the correct ruling, so 

be alert!
tIP

If you have to take on a defender make sure to 
make one move and go. If you can slip a tackle 
this play can turn into a huge gain. The defense 
will have to respect this play and move up close 
to the line of scrimmage. Now we have the 
opportunity to beat them deep.
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Allow your blockers to get set

The HB Screen is one of the best ways to 
alleviate pressure from a defense. The offensive 
line pulls out to the sideline and the RB follows 
them out to the flat.

The DB is giving too much cushion

Catch the ball and look for holes

This is a high-percentage throw that can reap 
big rewards downfield. Make sure to hold the 
ball as long as possible to let everyone get set 
up. 

Follow your convoy downfield

As soon as your RB catches the ball, treat it like 
a running play. Follow your blockers and weave 
through the defense for big yards.

Cut hard and get inside position

If the defense sends pressure and we can sneak 
past our main defender, we often have the 
chance to break this play all the way downfield. 
This play can be called to the inside or the 
outside, which makes the defense respect the 
cut either way.

Lead the WR so he catches in stride

We can also use the slant against zone coverage 
but must be patient. Once the WR crosses 
through and clears out the zone, we can deliver 
him a strike to lead him upfield.

Catch it in stride

If the defense does send defenders, we have 
fewer guys to dodge on our way to a big gain. 
Flats are the ultimate quick pass—take them any 
time the defense has a lapse.

The WR starts his break

Out routes allow us to start stretching the 
defense a bit. We can make them believe we are 
running past them before making a sharp cut 
outside. We like to throw these at a depth of at 
least 7 yards so we can get good value out of 
them. 

Deliver the ball on time

Keep inside position

Often we like to control the WR to make sure he 
goes after the ball and it can’t be cut off by the 
defender. 

screen

slant

Many flat routes are “blue routes,” which 
allow the player to block before releasing to 

become a target.
tIP

The stronger your QB’s arm is the more 
confidence you have to make this throw 
downfield. While we don’t consider the out route 
to be a dangerous throw, we must be careful 
when throwing into zone coverage.

A slant is very important to a short passing 
game. This play allows our WR to get inside 
position against the defense and is heavily used 
when facing bump-n-run. 
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The RB gets ready to leak out

This route is especially valuable on short yardage 
situations. The HB leaks out of the backfield 
before cutting to the outside. We prefer to hit 
him on the streak part of his route with a bullet 
pass. He will automatically shield the ball from the 
defender and give us a high-percentage catch.

The WR makes a sharp cut to the sideline

The deep corner route must be used to stretch 
the defense away from the middle of the field. 
When the defense sits back in Cover 3, we must 
use a streak on the outside to clear the over-the-
top defender. When your WR cuts you want to 
unleash a pass towards the sideline where only 
your WR can catch it. 

Getting behind the defender

The deep cross is one of our favorite deep 
routes to call. It stresses the defense in the 
middle of the field and can beat both zone and 
man coverage. We love the cut the WR makes 
and his ability to burn his defender. 

Start with a fake inside

The concept of the deep out does not change 
much from the short throw section; however, 
our QB really makes this play stand out. Since a 
deep passing attack requires a QB with a rocket 

The WR is starting his break

Once you see the defender get beaten, you 
know you have a window to bullet a throw. Try 
to lead the WR upfield. The deep cross starts 
around 12 yards and runs at an angle up the 
field. When used with other vertical routes, it 
really puts pressure on the defense.

Lead the ball

On this play, the WR will be able to pick up big 
yards after the catch. The defense tried to use a 
linebacker to cover over the middle of the field, 
but he was no match for our talented WR and 
the deep cross.

He cuts off the pass

The depth on a deep corner should be 12–15 
yards, and it should be thrown most often out 
of the shotgun. Your QB will take a full drop and 
wait for the route to develop. 

He keeps his feet in bounds

On this specific play, the WR uses his large frame 
to go up and cut off the defender. We like throwing 
to the sideline because an overthrow is simply 
an incompletion as opposed to a turnover. If the 
defense is in Cover 4, look to hit the WR at a shorter 
depth because the deep corner will draw attention.

Catching the bullet pass

If the defense covers his route early, he will 
break out to the sideline, where the QB can roll 
out and hit him with a pass. This has been our 
go-to play in short yardage and can be nearly 
impossible to defend.

The back tucks the ball and becomes a threat

up n Out

deep Corner

deep Cross
deep Out

There are multiple routes out of the backfield 
where you can quick pass with a high 
percentage. We like to use two backs and 
switch up which side we throw to. This can 
make manually defending this play a nightmare 
since we can easily swap sides depending on 
the coverage.

deep Passing Game
Requirements

•	 A quarterback with throw accuracy and throw 
power ratings over 90.

•	 Three players who can stretch the defense.

•	 Trust in your offensive line and the ability to 
make blocking adjustments on the fly.

•	 The ability to shake off a bad drive, inter-
ception, or sack.

The deep passing game contains multiple 
high-risk, high-reward routes and concepts. All 
these routes will help stretch the defense and 
help you make big plays. Each individual route is 
strong, but when combined they have the power 
to beat any type of defense. When you have elite 
talent that you know no team can match up with, 
this is the offense you want to run. Let’s take a 
look at the types of routes a deep attack uses. 
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Get inside position

The deep post has been one of the best deep 
balls for years. Since the WR begins to run at 

The receiver looks to get in the seam

The receiver starts to the flat

The wheel route is great for beating zone 
coverage. Although it takes a while to develop, the 
wheel route is actually two routes in one. It starts 
out with a flat route before breaking into a streak. 

Then he cuts upfield

Since the WR runs to the sideline before cutting, this 
route gets us into a unique position on the field. We 
can bullet a pass if the zone forgets to cover wide, or 
we can lob it if your WR sneaks behind his defender. 

He goes all the way

Since the throw is always towards the sideline 
there is no danger of a turnover. The wheel gives 
us two great options and always has the threat 
to go for 6!

He turns his head

This places all your wide receivers on streak 
routes and forces the defense to spread out. If 
one of your receivers finds a hole in the zone, 
bullet the ball to him. Unless the defense is 
blitzing and you can lob it over the top, we like 
to throw hard passes to streaking WRs.

The WR cuts off the defender

Here the ball is thrown before the player gets 
behind the defense. The defender was afraid of 
getting beaten deep but backed up so far that 
he left a perfect cushion for us to fit a ball into. 
Utilizing a streak to clear out the defense will 
spread the field and make you a better player 
instantly.

Turn on the burners

This route runs at a great angle about 15 yards 
deep through the secondary. If we can maintain 
inside position we always have a chance to 
come down with the ball. 

Haul the pass in

With the addition of dive catching this year, 
don’t be afraid to let the ball loose. If the safety 
hesitates for even a second you should get all 
the spacing you need. Another great addition 
is the ability to pump fake to the WR as he is 
cutting; if you get the defense to take a false 
step you are likely to have a touchdown.

The receiver gets separation

The defensive back will fear your ability to run a fly 
route and will start to backpedal around 10 yards; 
this is the perfect time to cut to the sideline. 

The WR hauls in the pass

The amount of time we have in the pocket dictates 
exactly how deep we can throw this route. We want 
to deliver the ball as the WR starts his break to the 
sideline. If we wait too long, the DB can recover and 
that is the only risk on this play. Using the deep out 
with a combination of other routes will take down 
any zone coverage a defense can throw at you.

deep Post
streak

Wheel
The streak is the most common vertical route 
in the game. While many people think of it as a 
one-on-one battle downfield, we like to use the 
Four Verticals concept. 

an angle, it takes pressure off the QB to throw a 
perfect strike. We simply have to put a ton of air 
under the ball and let the WR catch up to it. 

arm, we can throw this route at any depth. By 
smart routing this route, we can make it a threat 
no matter what the situation. 
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DefensIve styles GAMe PlAnnInG
Defense wins championships! In this chapter we 
break down the five defensive styles in NCAA 
Football 12. By sticking to the “five sets for 
success,” as described in the “Advanced Gameplay 
Strategies” chapter, you will be able to dominate 
your opponent throughout the game. No matter 
the situation you will have a specific set to shut 
down your opponent. Defending the run is one of 
the most daunting tasks in all of football. We give 
you the best run defense available to force your 
opponent to think pass first. Having the ability 
to call all base defensive coverages is also an 
important aspect, and making adjustments on 
the fly to these base defenses allows us greater 
flexibility for all situations. Confusing your opponent 
with pressure is a major defensive focus. We give 
you the fastest blitzes in the game that have both a 
man-to-man and zone coverage to help force your 
opponent into bad decisions. However, if you can’t 
stop your opponent from getting into the end zone 
then all the blitzes in the world won’t help you win 
more games. That’s exactly why we show you our 
favorite red zone defenses to stop offenses cold in 
their tracks! Late-game situations call for big-time 
plays by big-time players. We show you our favorite 
X-Factor defenses, which will help you get those 
crucial stops in late-game situations! Setting these 
five audibles is the foundation that over time will 
evolve into your very own defensive master plan!

3-4 Defense
The 3-4 defense has three defensive linemen, 
four linebackers, and four defensive backs. Two 
mainstream 3-4 defensive styles have been 
used by both NFL and college teams. One is 
where the outside linebackers look to rush the 
quarterback and bring pressure. The other relies 
on the outside linebackers’ ability to drop into 
coverage to play the pass; they will occasionally 
rush the quarterback, but their main priority is 
pass defense. The 3-4 formation does a great 
job defending the outside run but can struggle 
at stopping the inside run. A key strength of 
the 3-4 is its unique blitz packages from the 
extra linebackers on the field. Install these five 
audibles into your 3-4 defensive scheme!

Run Defense: Goal line—Gl Zone

Base Defense: 3-4 Over—Cover 4

Man/Zone Blitz: Dime—DB Blitz 2
We like making 
two adjustments 
when we use 
this as a run 
defense outside 
the red zone: 
hot route both 
DEs into deep 
zones. This 
creates a Cover 2 zone defense. It ensures that 
our defense won’t get crushed deep. When in 
the red zone we leave the DEs as is and look to 
punish the ball carrier!

Having the 3-4 
Over—Cover 4 
in our audibles 
allows us to 
quickly audible 
to all basic 
defensive 
coverages in 
the game. Early 
in games a good strategy is to feel out your 
opponent. Sit back and see how they want to 
attack you offensively. On defense you will want 
to adjust to the situation. If it is third and long 
use the Cover 4; if it is third and short quick 
audible to the Cover 2.

The DB Blitz 2 is 
great because of 
its ability to bring 
pressure off the 
edge. It also 
requires very 
few pre-snap 
adjustments. 
The quick 
audible down has the same pressure but is 
man-to-man coverage.

A great all-out run defense

3-4 Over—Cover 4

Pressure will come off both edges

The QB gives the ball off to the HB

All the offensive linemen are engaged with 
defenders. Our MLB is patiently waiting for the 
HB to choose which running lane to go through. 
Run defense is all about outnumbering the 
offense with defenders in the box. With this play 
we can take down the ball carrier before he can 
gain positive yards.

All our plays from the 3-4 Over will look the same pre-snap

Move your left-of-screen MLB to the right-of-
screen A gap as shown. Although you aren’t 
blitzing with this play you are helping to set up 
your defense for later in the game.

The QB drops back expecting pressure

The quarterback was expecting to see some 
pressure on third and long. However, we 
decided to play it safe and cover the field with 
defenders.

Our defense is set up and dialed in

The weak spots on this defense are in the 
short seams and in the deep corners. Mixing 
in man-to-man will help to remedy some of the 
issues you might have if you just called the zone 
version. 

Nowhere to go with the ball!

The QB has to make a decision, and his only 
option is to tuck it and run or look to throw into 
tight coverage. Our goal when using the 3-4 
Over—Cover 4 is to not be fancy—just execute. 
If you are stumped for what to call in a specific 
situation call upon the Cover 4. Then make sure 
to adjust to the situation with a quick audible.

Pressure is coming!

The pressure is flying in off the edge and the QB 
missed his quick pass opportunity. Once the 
first options are gone the pressure of this play 
is so quick that the QB won’t have time to look 
downfield!
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X-factor: 3-4—nCAA Blitz 3

Red Zone: 3-4 Over—sting Pinch 
Zone

This our play 
when we look 
to dial up the 
pressure in 
late-game 
situations. The 
setup is to place 
the DT on a QB 
Contain and the 
right-of-screen DE on a QB Spy. You then take 
the blitzing linebacker and stack him off the left 
edge. We are creating an overload that will be 
difficult for the offense to pick up.

In the red zone, 
the 3-4 Over—
Sting Pinch 
Zone dials up 
instant pressure 
but also does 
an amazing job 
of defending the 
short part of the 
field. We also like it because of its flexibility in 
quick audibling to the man-to-man version of 
the play. This means we can create the same 
pressure but change up the coverage behind it. 
In the red zone, confusion is the key to stops.

3-4—NCAA Blitz 3

3-4 Over—Sting Pinch Zone

The HB is taken down in the flat for a short gain

The pressure was coming and the QB had to 
get rid of the ball before taking the sack. He hit 
the flat but our defender was in perfect position 
to take him down. Be sure to watch out for an 
offense that attacks you vertically. If they do, 
quick audible to the man-to-man version.

Sack!

The QB expected the deep sideline to be open, 
but unfortunately for him we switched our 
defensive coverage and had the deep pass 
locked up! 

We set up the play with the same positioning as the 3-4 
Over—Cover 4

Our play looks exactly the same; is it Cover 4 or Sting Pinch 
Zone?

The pressure is coming quick!

The quarterback sees the HB open in the flat but 
the pressure is coming in too quick. He won’t be 
able to get the ball off. At this point all he can do 
is cut his losses and take the sack. He will live 
to fight another day, and when he does we will 
be sure to switch up our red zone defense to our 
man version!

The pressure is the same

Another sack!

The quarterback expected the flat to be open 
after the snap. However, our man-to-man 
defense covered his first option. The pressure 
was too quick and he wasn’t looking to his other 
options.

Same pressure, different coverage

We are hoping to confuse the offense this time 
around. The offense keyed in on our Cover 2 
zone and is looking to beat us deep.

Our defense is set

Notice that there is no tell for the offense with 
the pre-snap read. At this point we are in a 
guessing game, and we expect to be on the 
winning side!

We can’t stress enough the importance of 
the man/zone blitz packages. If you expect 

to catch your opponent off guard this style of 
blitzing needs to become familiar to you!

tIP

We want the play to look similar to the Cover 4 
because we hope to confuse the opponent. Now 
the offense should be thinking of all the different 
types of coverages that we might be in. If the 
offense is thinking about anything other than 
scoring we have the advantage on that play.

We are now in man-to-man but look to bring 
the same intense pressure. We love switching 
up our play calls on back-to-back plays. Most 
opponents will have noticed holes in the defense 
on previous plays and expect them to be there 
the next time. However, we are smarter than that 
and change our coverage.
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The play is set up and ready to go

The pressure will come quickly off the left edge. 
Our flats our weak but we will concede that 
because we are trying to prevent a big play late 
in the game. We protect the middle of the field 
extremely well here.

Pressure is coming

We isolated the left edge of the offensive line 
and have one of our defenders shooting free 
untouched towards the quarterback. 

The quarterback doesn’t have time in the pocket

All his options are shut off and we get the needed 
stop. Save this play for late-game situations. This 
play is all about surprise, and when you use this 
in the fourth quarter expect to make big plays!

Our run defense is set up

Our defense is set up to stop the run regardless 
of if it’s inside or outside. If the offense fakes the 
run be sure to not overcommit; drop back into 
coverage and protect the deep middle of the 
field.

We stack our defenders in the A gap to fake pressure

We move our MLBs into the A gap to set up our 
man/zone blitz later in this section.

The field is covered

After the snap of the ball the field is completely 
covered by our max coverage defense. The 
quarterback will have to force a pass into 
coverage.

Almost a pick 6!

The quarterback broke the number one rule 
about throwing to the flat: never throw late! Our 
cornerback dropped the ball but almost made 
the big play!

Nowhere to go!

We are in perfect position to take down the HB 
for no gain. If you can prove that you can stop 
the run you will make your opponent one-dimen-
sional. Once this happens you have won not 
only the battle but the war.

4-3 Defense
The 4-3 defense is widely considered the best 
overall base defensive set. Four defensive 
linemen, three linebackers, and four defensive 
backs make up the formation. It is strong 
against the inside run and it is strong against 
the outside run. The four-man rush can often 
be overwhelming for the offense and can 
generate its own pass rush without blitzing. 
The linebackers won’t look to generate much 
pressure, but they will be responsible for 
stopping the run. They will also need to drop 
back into coverage from time to time. The SS 
will often be called upon to help in run support.

Run Defense: 4-4—Cover 4

Man/Zone Blitz: nickel normal—Mid 
Zone Blitz

Base Defense: nickel normal—9 
velcro

We use the 
Cover 4 to get 
to the Cover 3, 
which is what 
we use for our 
run defense. 
Making a few 
adjustments to 
the Cover 3 will 
help to make it 
a better overall 
defense when facing the run: shade the safeties 
in, hot route the left-of-screen DT on a QB Spy, 
and hot route the right-of-screen DE on QB 
Contain. Play up in the box with the FS.

This play will 
complement 
our base play 
extremely 
well. They are 
from the same 
formation so we 
set them up to 
have the same 
look pre-snap. Our quick audible down is also 
our man-to-man version of the blitz. The setup 
of this play is to globally blitz all linebackers and 
then move them between both DTs. Your last 
step is to hot route the left-of-screen DT to a QB 
Contain.

Our base play, 
the 9 Velcro, 
is one of our 
personal 
favorites in 
the game. The 
original play with 
no adjustments 
calls for nine 
defenders in zone coverage with only two pass 
rushers.

While our audible is the Cover 4 we 
quick audible to the Cover 3 for our 

run defense

Nickel Normal—Mid Zone Blitz

Nickel Normal—9 Velcro
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The pressure will come off the right edge

Another unique thing about this play is that 
we are showing A gap pressure but bringing 
pressure off the right edge. That creates an 
interesting dilemma for your opponents. They 
will feel the need to slide protect to protect the 
A gap, which will let the pressure off the edge 
come in even easier.

The pressure forces the QB to roll left

We force the QB to roll left, away from his 
throwing arm. This allows our defense the extra 
time to get to the QB. The field is covered and 
the QB throws up a prayer downfield.

Our man version has the same pressure 

In position to make a play

Sending six defenders after the QB

The QB feels the pressure off the left edge

The QB can either look to scramble or attempt 
to make a throw into coverage. Either way we 
are the beneficiaries of his decision.

The pass is broken up

The QB decided to look deep, but our defender 
was able to break up the pass. The pressure 
forced a bad decision and resulted in the 
incomplete pass!

The offense drops back for the pass but our defense isn’t 
fooled!

The pressure is quick enough that the offense 
can’t get the quick pass off. We shut down the 
offense’s first option in the flat and it resulted in 
a sack.

The pressure came flying off the edge!

The quarterback isn’t ready for the pressure and 
is sacked on the play. 

Red Zone: Goal line—MlB Gap A 
Zone X-factor: 1-5-5—Prowl Bear Blitz

Stopping the 
offense in the 
red zone is 
crucial to getting 
wins. The MLB 
Gap A Zone 
will bring quick 
pressure but 
also protect the 
key areas of the 
field in the red zone.

The 1-5-5 
has only one 
defensive 
lineman, five 
linebackers, and 
five defensive 
backs. The 
alignment of this 
formation is can 
confuse many 
opponents because they are not accustomed 
to seeing it. We save this blitz for late-game 
situations.

Lockdown defense in the red zone 
starts here!

The 1-5-5 shows the offense a 
unique look

The quick audible down is our man-to-man 
version. The setup is virtually the same as we 
globally blitz all linebackers and then move them 
between the DTs. Next hot route the left-of-
screen DT to a QB Contain and finally hot route 
the left-of-screen DE on a deep zone.

We make no adjustments to this play pre-snap. 
If the offense looks to pass to the flat we will 
have it covered. If they look to the TEs in the end 
zone they will be covered. 

This is an all-over blitz. We are in a Cover 0 so 
we need to make sure the pressure gets in quick 
or else we might get beaten deep.
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3-3-5 Defense
The 3-3-5 is an extremely popular defense in 
NCAA Football 12. It has the player personnel 
to defend any offensive set and has the ability 
to send exotic blitzes after the quarterback. 
The formation calls for three defensive linemen, 
three linebackers, and five defensive backs. At 
first glance it will appear to be a 3-4 formation; 
however, the defense has added an extra 
defensive back for a linebacker. This allows extra 
speed on the field for teams that like to spread 
the ball out but still maintain a heavy focus on 
the run. The 3-3-5 is one of our go-to playbooks 
when playing against an opponent who plays a 
pass-first offense.

Run Defense: 3-3-5 split—Cover 2

Base Defense: 3-3-5 stack—Cover  
4 spy

Man/Zone Blitz: 3-3-5 Bear— 
storm Red

The Cover 2 
allows us to 
maximize the 
number of 
defenders in 
the box. We 
make very few 
adjustments 
when facing the 
run. Be sure not to be fooled by play action, and 
look to recover deep if the offense is passing.

The Cover 4 
Spy is our base 
defense, the one 
we go to when 
we are trying 
to get a feel for 
what the offense 
is doing. We like 
to sit back and 
play conservatively to get an understanding of 
what the offense is trying to do. We make a few 
minor adjustments to get more bang for your 
buck from this play.

With the Storm 
Red it looks as 
if pressure will 
come off the 
edge, but the 
heat actually 
comes right 
up the middle. 
This is our zone 
blitz, and our quick audible is the man-to-man 
version.

3-3-5 Split—Cover 2

Cover 4 Spy

3-3-5 Bear—Storm Red

Our run defense is set up

We move the MLB over the center so that we are 
in better position to take down the ball carrier. 
At the snap of the ball hang back in the box and 
wait for the HB to make his cut into the running 
lane. As soon as he does look to fill the hole and 
take him down.

Every offensive blocker is engaged with a defender

Our free MLB is in position for the HB to cut up 
the middle, and our outside linebacker is free 
waiting for the HB to move outside. Our user-
controlled FS has drifted back in case the HB 
cuts towards the left of the formation. We are in 
perfect position to make the stop.

Our adjustments turn the play into a Cover 5

The adjustments we make are to hot route both 
DEs into hook zones and to drop the MLB into 
a deep zone. We then shade the safeties out, 
which will create a Cover 5. We have blanketed 
the field with defenders with this max coverage 
setup.

The QB is taken down!

We get the coverage sack because the QB 
couldn’t find an open receiver. Our one pass 
rusher forced his way through the offensive line 
and put pressure on the QB!

Here comes the MLB!

The pressure comes right up the middle. Notice 
how the offensive line is completely spread out 
as the interior of the line picks up the down 
linemen and the tackles spread out to pick up 
the outside pressure. This leaves an open lane 
for our MLB.

The HB is taken down in the flat

The QB got the ball out as the pressure came in 
quickly. He shot the ball out to the flat, but our 
defense swarmed the receiver and stopped him 
for a short gain.

Here’s the man-to-man version

This time we look to dial up the pressure but 
have man-to-man coverage. This should fool the 
offense and force a bad decision by the QB.

Our MLB takes the HB down!

The HB cut up towards the middle of the field, 
right where our MLB was. The HB had no 
open running lanes and we stopped him in the 
backfield for a loss.
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Red Zone: Goal line—Gl Zone

Run Defense: 4-2-5 normal—Cover 4

X-factor: 1-5-5—Prowl Bear Blitz

The GL Zone 
gives us great 
balance with a 
nice pass rush. 
We are sending 
six defenders 
after the QB 
but still have 
five defenders 
balanced out in coverage.

We set the Cover 
4 as our audible 
to give us the 
flexibility in 
using the Cover 
4 in specific 
situations. 
However, when 
it is a running 
situation we 
quick audible into the Cover 3.

The 1-5-5 has 
the flexibility 
to rush all five 
linebackers 
and also the 
ability to drop 
them all back 
by using global 
hot routes. 
This means we can drastically change what we 
are doing instantly. This type of change gives 
us the confidence to confuse our opponent in 
late-game situations. Will we rush the QB or will 
we drop back into coverage?

GL Zone

We use the 4-2-5 Normal—Cover 4 to 
quick audible to the Cover 3 for our 

run defense

1-5-5—Prowl Bear Blitz

Pressure is coming up the middle again!

The MLB is screaming after the QB once again. 
This time the QB looks to attack the weakness 
of the Cover 2 zone—only we are aren’t playing 
zone, we are in man-to-man!

The HB receives the ball but has nowhere to go

The balance on the field creates major issues for 
offenses inside the red zone. We have all running 
lanes covered and the HB has nowhere to go.

The pass is overthrown

The QB expected the deep middle to be open 
and looked to expose our defense with his TE. 
However, we had the TE covered and the QB 
tried to fit the ball into tight coverage. The TE 
couldn’t go up and get the ball, and the pass fell 
incomplete.

Taken down for no gain!

The HB can’t wiggle through to the end zone 
and our defense makes the stop. If the offense 
looks to pass we will also be in good position to 
make the stop as our defensive line will generate 
excellent pressure.

The QB is in trouble!

This time the quarterback looked to get the 
ball out to his receiver towards the sideline. 
However, our pressure is too quick and the 
receiver isn’t open. The GL Zone is hands down 
the best red zone defense in the game!

Here comes the pressure!

We decide to send the house after the QB. The 
linebacker is closing in and the QB needs to get 
rid of the ball quickly.

Sack!

Unfortunately, the QB held onto the ball a bit 
too long, and he is taken down for the sack. 
Consider dropping all your linebackers into 
coverage to confuse your opponent in those 
crucial late game situations!

All running lanes are filled with defenders

The only adjustment we make is to move the 
FS over the center. This helps ensure that all 
offensive blockers are engaged with defenders. 
Our MLB is shooting free and looks to take 
down the HB in the backfield.

4-2-5 Defense
The 4-2-5 is a defense built for those who want 
the speed on the field to stop aerial attacks 
and enough defensive linemen for those who 
want to stop the run. The formation calls for 
four defensive linemen, two linebackers, and 
five defensive backs. The alignment of the 
4-2-5 allows for pressure to come from any 
angle. We will have eight defenders in the box 
to help stop the run but still have the speed in 
the defensive secondary to match up with any 
offensive formation. An adjustment we like to 
make is to substitute our faster linebackers in at 
DE. This gives us a bit more flexibility within the 
formation.
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Hit stick!

Our MLB smashed the HB in the backfield. 
Luckily for the offense the HB held onto the ball. 
Our MLB delivered a crushing blow for a 3-yard 
loss on the play!

There’s double coverage down the sideline

The offense read Cover 2 zone down the left 
sideline and thought they had the matchup they 
wanted down the right sideline. The deception 
of the Cover 6 works perfectly as the QB throws 
into double coverage down the sideline.

Pressure is coming off the edge

The QB has to make a decision quickly. The 
pressure is coming off the edge. This play 
is great for offenses that like to run crossing 
patterns over the middle of the field. 

The ball is batted down at the line of scrimmage

While we didn’t get to the QB for the sack we 
forced the early throw. Our defensive linemen 
made a great play and got a hand on the ball.

Even against Shotgun we match up well in the red zone

The compact nature of the red zone allows us 
to play with no help over the top. We love facing 
Shotgun sets when using the GL Zone.

No one is open

Pressure is flying in and the QB has no receiver 
to throw to.

The result of holding onto the ball too long is a sack!

The QB should have taken off or dumped the 
ball off to his HB in the short flat. Indecision on 
his part leads to the sack and the loss of 10 
yards.

The quick audible blitz is our man-to-man version

We apply the same pressure but fool the 
defense by changing up the coverage. The QB is 
a sitting duck!

Base Defense: 4-2-5 Under slide—
Cover 6

Red Zone: Goal line—Gl Zone

X-factor: nickel 2-4-5—Overload 3

Man/Zone Blitz: 4-2-5 normal—ss 
eagle Zone

The Cover 6 is 
a great defense 
to use when 
the offense is 
on either hash 
mark. If the 
offense is on the 
left hash look to 
have the Cover 4 
side play the short sideline and the Cover 2 side 
play the long sideline. If the offense is on the 
right hash flip the play.

In the red zone 
there is no better 
play in the game 
than the GL 
Zone. We look 
to call this every 
time we are in 
the red zone!

For late-game 
situations we call 
upon the Nickel 
2-4-5—Overload 
3. This play is 
perfect because 
it overloads the 
entire left side 
of the offensive line. The offense would have 
to drastically change their play to pick up this 
pressure.

The SS Eagle 
Zone brings 
excellent 
pressure off the 
edge. We like 
to use it to set 
up our inside 
man-to-man 
blitz. With zone 
we bring pressure outside and with man we look 
to bring it off the inside edge!

4-2-5 Under Slide—Cover 6

GL Zone is our go-to red zone 
defense

4-2-5 Normal—SS Eagle Zone
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All the pressure is coming from the left

The offense hasn’t seen this look all game 
and doesn’t know what to expect. In crucial 
situations it’s important to make your opponent 
think about making major changes to the game 
plan.

The offense had a few open receivers but wasn’t able to pick 
up the pressure

The offense made no adjustments to pick up the 
pressure. They had open receivers but couldn’t 
get the ball out in time. Be sure to save this play 
for crucial spots in the game!

The FS and MLB are waiting for the HB to make his move

The MLB is responsible for any run to the right, 
while the FS looks to cover any run to the left. 
Whichever way the HB goes we will have a clear 
path to take him down.

The deep zone hot routes work perfectly

The offense was looking to attack us vertically 
downfield. However, our hot routed deep zone is 
in perfect position to swat down the ball.

The pressure screams off the edge

The stunt works and the pressure comes flying 
off the right edge. This play applies passive 
pressure, meaning that the blitz won’t always get 
in untouched but it will still apply solid pressure.

3-4 Normal—NCAA Blitz 3

We also set the NCAA Blitz 3 as an audible 
because the quick audible from this formation 
doesn’t match up with either of these plays. We 
look to call upon this play when our opponent 
keys in on the man-to-man coverage of the 
NCAA Blitz.

The HB cuts right into our MLB

The HB makes his move right and our MLB 
meets him with a stone wall. The 5-2 formation 
is one of the best overall run defenses in the 
game.

Base Defense: 5-2—Cover 2Run Defense: 5-2—Cover 1
We use the 
Cover 2 as our 
base defense 
because of 
the great zone 
coverage it 
has. To make 
the play better 
for downfield 
coverage we hot route both our outside 
defensive backs into deep zones.

The 5-2 is a 
unique formation 
in that it’s the 
only formation 
other than goal 
line that has 
five defensive 
linemen. This 
creates an inter-
esting matchup problem for defenses. Typically 
we like using Cover 3 zone as our run defense, 
but with the 5-2 we like playing man-to-man.

5-2—Cover 2

MUltIPle Defense
The Multiple defense takes into account all the 
defenses we have covered in this section. It 
has elements of all the other defensive styles. 
Inside you will find 3-4, 4-3, 3-3-5, and 4-2-5 
formations that will give you the ultimate 
defensive look. This defensive style gives you all 
the great formations from each style but lacks 
the depth that the individual books possess.

5-2—Cover 1

Man/Zone Blitz: 3-4 normal nCAA 
Blitz & 3-4 normal nCAA Blitz 3

The pressure of 
this play relies 
on a stunt off the 
right edge. The 
defensive end 
breaks inside 
while the MLB 
blitzes off the 
outside edge. 
We are trying to free up the linebacker with the 
stunt.

3-4 Normal—NCAA Blitz
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DefensIve styles

The pressure is steaming in but there are no open receivers

The QB has an open passing window to the TE 
streaking down the middle of the field. However, 
the pressure is coming too quick and he doesn’t 
have time to get the ball off!

We are in great position against the run or pass

The offense is in an Ace  Normal formation. 
There is a threat for run or pass; if they do pass 
we will have a huge advantage as they won’t 
have the pass protection needed to stop our 
rush.

The offense calls the HB Screen

The offense makes a terrible play call with the 
HB Screen. We get into the backfield and take 
down the QB before he can dump the ball off to 
the HB.

The receiver is open down the sideline

The QB misses the receiver streaking down 
the sideline because he was confused by the 
pre-snap read. On defense we are gambling that 
the QB won’t make the correct read and that our 
pressure will get to him in time before he can 
make a correction.

The QB throws the ball down the wrong sideline for the 
incomplete pass

The QB read Cover 2 pre-snap down the left 
sideline and missed out on the receiver down 
the right sideline. Oftentimes with roll coverages 
you will find yourself making big plays defen-
sively against the pass!

Red Zone: Goal line—Gl Zone
Inside the red 
zone there is no 
better play than 
the GL Zone. We 
call upon this 
play each time 
we are in this 
situation. GL Zone

X-factor: Dime 3-2-6— 
Okie Roll 3

Roll coverages 
have been 
all the rage 
recently. The 
defense lines up 
out of position 
pre-snap, and 
then just as the 
offense looks 
to snap the ball they move back into position. 
The goal of this is to confuse the QB and make 
him assume wrong coverages. We use the Okie 
Roll 3 as our X-Factor defense late in games to 
confuse our opponent!

Dime 3-2-6—Okie Roll 3



While setting up 
your player, you 
can choose from 
hundreds of different 
combinations. One 
of the new additions 
to the mode this 
year is the ability to 
play on both sides 
of the ball. If you 
want your player 
to be an “ironman” 

make sure to select a second position. Players 
will earn recruiting points for both positions, but 
keep in mind that schools will recruit you for 
different reasons. If you are a great QB, you may 
get offers from your dream school, but if you are 
only an average DB, you may get offers from 
schools with lower prestige. If you have your 
heart set on your dream school as a defensive 
back, you always have the option to walk on. 

CAREER MODES

ROAD TO GLORY MODE

A full overhaul to this mode has it 
back on top!

Which path will you take?

Road to Glory 
is the ultimate 
mode for the 
gamer who 
wants to create 
a personal 
storybook 
ending. Gamers 
start by 
creating their 
own player or 
selecting an 
already existing 

one. You can create this player to your exact 
specifi cations or make him unique. You can 
choose any position, but remember that the QB, 
HB, and WR are in on nearly all the action. 

Find your hometown

Also new in Road to Glory mode this season 
is the ability to play a full schedule during high 
school. You can select how many games you 
want your high school campaign to last. 

You can go anywhere with these numbers

Signing Day
Once you complete your high school season, 
it’s time to choose where to write your collegiate 
legacy. If you earned a scholarship offer from 
your dream school, congratulations. If not, you 
still have the option to walk on at the school of 
your choice. Before choosing a school to spend 
four years with, take into account some factors:

• Does this coach have a track record of 
fulfi lling his promises?

• What position on the depth chart will I start at?

• Is the team stacked at my position already?

• Does the team play a style that I think I can 
succeed in?

• Is this school close to home? 

• What is the climate like? How are the facilities?

• Will this team get me closer to the ultimate 
dream of playing on Sundays?

Those are just a few of the factors that can make 
choosing a school so diffi cult. Once you select your 
school, you are no longer the big fi sh on campus. 
You will have to earn the coach’s trust if you want 
full control over your destiny. Trust is an all-new 
feature in this year’s game. The more you get from 
a coach, the more options you have on the fi eld. By 
taking reps in practice, you will earn more points 
and move closer to getting on the fi eld. Before you 
get a chance to start, you have to earn your spot in 
a position battle. This is a way to gain the trust of 
everyone on your team and prove to them you’re 
worthy of representing your school’s colors. 

Become a legend

In the past, gamers only had the chance to run 
through the playoffs; now you have full custom-
ization of your opponents, schedule, and length 
of the season. 

Where do you wanna go?

Once you start to excel in your high school 
games, you earn recruiting points that will 
help you become a more coveted prospect. To 
become a legend on your high school campus, 
make sure to follow your assignments on every 
play. With QBs learn how to read progressions 
and try to look for routes that will beat the 
defense. Don’t be afraid to pick up stats in 
garbage time; numbers are numbers. If you 
choose to play as a running back, don’t turbo 
when you get the ball; wait for your blockers to 
set up in front of you and then turbo through the 
hole. Outside runs have the ability to get more 
yards, but also can be hit in the backfi eld for 
negative gains. Straight-ahead runs can gain 
chunks of yards consistently but lack the threat 
to go the distance. The game AI does a good 
job this season of calling plays to get you in a 
position to succeed. Follow the play art more 
often than not and you will be well on your way 
to glory. As a WR, you can call for the football; 
only do this when you’re open—your team will 
move the chains even if you’re not open and you 
will get more opportunities to pick up stats by 
keeping drives alive. Look to block downfi eld, 
not only for your RB but for your receivers after 
the catch. You will quickly learn the routes that 
get you the most open and into space to make 
plays. Playing WR is one of the most rewarding 
experiences in NCAA Football 12.

Use Team Builder on the NCAA Football 
12 website to create realistic high school 

opponents to play against! 
TIP
Depending on the location of your player and 
what type of school/coach you want to play for, 
set up the teams that you are interested in. This 
is a great way to get some extra attention from 
the schools you are looking to earn schol-
arships from. Are you looking to run the option 
in college, or want to go someplace with warm 
weather? Don’t forget this key step. 



CAREER MODES

So many 
football movies 
start with a 
group of misfi ts 
who can barely 
fi gure out 
how to put on 
pads in the 
fi rst scene. 

However, after some hard work, recruiting, 
and good coaching, the team gets the shot 
to win the big game at the end of the movie. 
Depending on how you choose to play Dynasty 
mode, this could be your reality. Managing all 
aspects of a college team, from scheduling to 
recruiting to your depth chart, can be a tall task. 
Thankfully, this season, EA SPORTS added the 
Coaching Carousel, which allows you to manage 
just one side of the ball to make sure you’re 
ready for the national stage. Once you prove you 
can manage your duties as an assistant, you 
will have the opportunity to take on your dream 
job; this is where the true fun begins in Dynasty 
mode. Make sure to double-check on the 
expectations that your job entails; each program 
has different requirements. 

DYNASTY MODE

The more prestige, the more pressure! 

What’s New?

Make sure to check this section 
out

Besides the 
Coaching Carousel, 
custom conferences 
are another new 
feature. You now 
can fully customize 
your conferences 
and spin college 
football on its head. 
You can even add 
new BCS affi liations 
to conferences. 
If you want the 

Mountain West winner to receive a berth in the 
Rose Bowl, you can make it happen. The game 
will even let you name your divisions! This will 
be very popular for online Dynasty mode; you 
can create mini four-team conferences or put 
16 powerhouse school teams together! One 
other huge addition to the game is the ability 
to manage your entire dynasty online. You can 
now sim your games and call plays from your 
computer!

Team Select
Finding a team to embark on your journey with is 
something you should not take lightly. Here are 
some factors to consider when selecting your 
squad:

• Are you looking to maintain an already 
powerful squad or trying to rebuild a weaker 
team?

• How large of a conference are you looking 
to play in? Do you want to be in a BCS 
conference?

• How much pressure are you looking to 
take on early? Can you handle a few rough 
seasons?

• What type of recruiter are you? Do you need 
to rely on the school’s brand or can you get 
players on your own?

• Which offensive style are you looking to 
employ? Is there a team that fi ts your scheme 
now?

• Do you want to start out as a coordinator? 
Look to a respected school with strong 
players in place.

After taking a few moments and searching 
through the teams, make your decision and get 
ready for greatness!

Here’s a solid team that fi ts our defensive style

Other General Dynasty Tips
• Recruiting is the most important thing you 

can do off the fi eld; make sure to manage 
your time with recruits.

• Don’t be afraid to transition styles if your 
personnel start to favor a different style after 
a few years.

• Always look to redshirt extra players; that 
bonus year of development will pay dividends 
in the future.

• You can go against other schools by 
downplaying their offers—use this tactic only 
for highly coveted players.

• Create prospects for a fun way to follow 
friends through a career.

• Comb your entire roster for hidden ratings. 
Perhaps you have a WR with great throw 
accuracy whom you can sneak in a trick play 
with!

• If you are struggling to recruit or would rather 
just play games, set the CPU to assist you.

• Make sure to set your early season schedule 
and balance the strength of the schedule vs. 
easy wins. If you lose early you could drop 
from the title conversation. 

• Always have one sure win on the schedule 
at home. This way you can invite all your 
biggest prospects to watch you dominate!

• Focus on players who fi t your style; if you 
need a fast QB to make your scheme work, 
don’t waste your time trying to impress 
pocket passers.

Dynasty Accelerators
Why wait? If you’re looking for a quicker way 
to the top or if your goals are in danger of 
not being met, you can always pick up some 
downloadable content in the marketplace. These 
accelerators will give you an advantage against 
the competition and should give your team the 
edge it needs to compete at the highest level. 
These boosts can help anywhere, from recruiting 
to training your players.
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Learn about your school 

and fi nd out what personnel 

make them unstoppable!

120 COLLEGES 
COVERED

THE 5 SETS 
FOR SUCCESS
Learn the best plays on of-

fense and defense to domi-
nate your opponent!

Complete breakdowns of play 

types tells when and where to 

use them!

ALL OFFENSIVE 
STYLES

THE OFFICIAL PLAYER’S GUIDE

You’ve only seen a small portion ofThe Offi cial Player’s Guide for NCAA® Football 12. 
Now get all 224 pages including the most important information for 120 colleges!
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